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Expand Your Reach into Latin America
Intelsat 14 – the Rising HD Cable Distribution Neighborhood

For media providers, cable and broadcast distribution success means
efficiently reaching as many viewers in as many places as possible, and
adjusting content offerings as specific market demands evolve. As your
needs expand regionally or globally, you need a world class distribution
network that will quickly and effectively deliver your target audience.

Benefits At-A-Glance




Intelsat 14 @ 315°E
Intelsat 14 (IS-14) is the newest addition to Intelsat’s Latin America
video neighborhoods with channels covering sports, entertainment,
news, and education. As an emerging HD video neighborhood that sits
among an unrivaled four-satellite C-band family, IS-14 enables growth
and resilient capacity. Intelsat’s LATAM video neighborhoods give you
access to millions of viewers and empower you to instantly manage your
broadcast requirements with traditional wide-beam satellite capacity.





		
		
		
		
		

In Latin America, Intelsat offers the premier
cable distribution neighborhoods with four
high-performance, fully penetrated satellites
carrying the biggest programming names
from around the globe.

• Seamlessly integrated with IntelsatOne®, our terrestrial network
that incorporates IP/MPLS fiber, teleports and points of presence
• MCPC platforms allow programmers to cost-effectively launch
new channels quickly, making it the best commercial option to
expand your audience
• Distribute more channels to cable subscribers in Latin America
than any other satellite operator
• Intelsat neighborhoods deliver 77 of the top 100 most-watched
channels
• Popular programmers such as Discovery, Disney, ESPN, Fox,
HBO, NBC Universal, Turner, and Viacom rely on our video
neighborhoods for maximum audience penetration





Offers growth for premier
pan-regional program
distribution
DVB-S2 MCPC platform offers
managed video distribution
service for quick and costeffective channel launches
40+ channels uniquely
distributed and fully
penetrated in Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Honduras,
Paraguay, and Peru
NASA 4K UHD feed
100% coverage in Latin
America with connectivity
to Europe, Africa and Asia
The IS-14 is now part of
a unique four-satellite
neighborhood, which
provides unsurpassed
coverage, flexibility,
resilience, and scalability

Latin America’s premier cable distribution neighborhood with four high-performance,
fully penetrated satellites carrying the biggest programming names from around the globe.
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About Intelsat
As the foundational architects
of satellite technology, Intelsat
operates the largest, most
advanced satellite fleet and
connectivity infrastructure
in the world. We apply our
unparalleled expertise and
global scale to reliably and
seamlessly connect people,
devices and networks in even
the most challenging and
remote locations. Transformation
happens when businesses,
governments and communities
build a ubiquitous connected
future through Intelsat’s nextgeneration global network and
simplified managed services.
At Intelsat, we turn possibilities
into reality. Imagine Here,
with us, at Intelsat.com.

Test Channels

Contact Sales
Africa
+27 11-535-4700
sales.africa@intelsat.com

IS-14 @ 315°E
Regional and HD Cable Neighborhood

Asia-Pacific
+65 6572-5450
sales.asiapacific@intelsat.com
Europe
+44 20-3036-6700
sales.europe@intelsat.com

C-band Key Parameters
Configurable Capacity: 48 (in eq. 36 MHz units)
Polarization: Linear – Horizontal or Vertical
Circular – Right or Left Hand
Downlink Frequency: 3700 to 4200 MHz
Typical Edge of Coverage e.i.r.p.: > 36.4 dBW
Uplink Frequency:
5925 to 6425 MHz
Beam Peak G/T:
Up to 2.5 dB/K

Latin America & Caribbean
+1 305-445-5536
sales.lac@intelsat.com
Middle East & North Africa
+971 4-390-1515
sales.mena@intelsat.com
North America
+1 703-559-6800
sales.na@intelsat.com

www.intelsat.com
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